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ABSTRACT. Every representation in the nonunitary principal series of a

noncompact connected real semisimple linear Lie group G with maximal com-

pact subgroup K is shown to have a /C-finite cyclic vector.   This is used to

give a new proof of Harish-Chandra's theorem that every member of the non-

unitary principal series has a (finite) composition series.   The methods of

proof are based on finite-dimensional G-modules, concerning which some new

results are derived.   Further related results on infinite-dimensional represen-

tations are also obtained.

1. Introduction.  Let G be a noncompact connected real semisimple linear Lie

group.   In this paper, we exploit the relationship between the finite-dimensional

G-modules and the nonunitary principal series to derive some new results and to

give simplified proofs of some known results on representations of G.   Perhaps

the most striking new result states that every member of the nonunitary principal

series has a K-finite cyclic vector, where K is the appropriate maximal compact

subgroup of G.   One important known result proved here is that every member of

the nonunitary principal series has a (finite) composition series.  The proof already

known (see e.g. [12, Theorem 9.7]), due essentially to Harish-Chandra, uses

Harish-Chandra's deep theorem that distribution characters are locally summable

functions [7], and related theory.   The elementary proof given here is based on a

simple algebraic argument of B. Kostant, together with the cyclicity result men-

tioned above.   The cyclicity theorem in turn is based (along with most of the re-

sults in this paper) on a sharpening and systematizing of the argument used in

[17] to prove the irreducibility of the unitary principal series for complex semi-

simple Lie groups and for SL(2n + 1, R).   Our methods also enable us to give

elementary proofs of Lemme 1 and Lemme 2 of [3].
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The results here on infinite-dimensional modules are generally stated in terms

of modules for the complexified universal enveloping algebra § of the Lie algebra

of G, but they have obvious analogues for Banach space representations of G.   On

the other hand, our restriction to linear groups is essential, since our methods

are based on the existence of "enough" finite-dimensional G-modules.   This paper

is essentially independent of the authors' previous papers, except for the use of

the subquotient theorem (see [5]» [12] and [15]) to prove some "finiteness" results

concerning y-modules.   The notation in this paper is cumulative.

We now give a description of the contents.

Let  G = KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition of G, and let M be the centralizer

of A in K.   In §2, "extendible" irreducible zVI-modules are defined as in [17], and

it is shown in two different ways that every irreducible zVf-module is extendible

(Theorem 2.1), sharpening [17, Theorem 2.l].   Also, a useful explicit description

of all the extensions of a given irreducible zM-module is obtained (Theorem 2.6).

In §3, we define the nonunitary principal series as a certain family of \j-

modules, and we derive the (known) description of the finite-dimensional submodules

of these modules (Proposition 3.2).   This is used, together with a result of S.

Helgason on the existence of K-fixed vectors in finite-dimensional irreducible G-

modules, to prove the following: If two finite-dimensional irreducible G-modules

V and V  ate extensions (defined in §2) of the same irreducible zM-module, and

the highest restricted weight of V dominates that of V   in the sense that their

difference is dominant, then V  injects into V as K-modules.   This generalizes

Helgason's theotem, as well as an unpublished result of Kostant.   A useful con-

cept of "complete multiplicity" is defined in §3.

In §4, the existence of K-finite cyclic vectors for the nonunitary principal

series modules (Theorem 4.8) is derived, as is the result that every irreducible

§-module which splits into finite-dimensional irreducible K-modules in the obvious

sense is a subquotient of the tensor product of a nonunitary principal series

module with a cyclic K-fixed vector and a finite-dimensional irreducible G-module

(Theorem 4.10).   The proofs are based on a systematization of the methods of

[17], the explicit extendibility theorem (Theorem 2.6), and in the case of Theorem

4.10, the subquotient theorem as well.  A crucial step is the existence of a large

set of nonunitary principal series modules with K-fixed cyclic vectors.   Using

deep algebraic methods, Kostant [l0] has found all such modules, but we obtain

a set large enough for the purposes of this paper from an easier partial result of

Helgason [8, p. 129, Lemma 1.2].

In §5, three known finiteness theorems for §-modules (including Lemmes 1

and 2 of [3]) are derived from the cyclicity result (Theorem 4.8),   The previously

known proofs of all these results required Harish-Chandra's deep analysis of
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distribution characters, while our proofs are much more elementary and algebraic.

As noted above, the simple argument for the finiteness of the composition series

for the nonunitary principal series modules (Theorem 5.2) is due to Kostant.   In

Theorem 5.3, we show using the subquotient theorem and Theorem 5.2 that there

are only finitely many inequivalent Jj-modules which split under K having the

same infinitesimal character.   Finally, in Theorem 5.5, we indicate among other

things that every y-module which has an infinitesimal character and which splits

into /(-modules with finite multiplicities has a composition series.   The results

of §5 are known for arbitrary connected noncompact semisimple Lie groups with

finite center.

In §6, we prove the existence of finite-dimensional irreducible G-modules

which extend a given irreducible M-module and which contain a given finite set of

irreducible K-modules with complete multiplicity (Theorem 6.2).   The result is

used to give an elementary proof of the well-known fact that "almost all" of the

nonunitary (and unitary) principal series modules are irreducible (Theorem 6.3).

This is a weak form of F. Bruhat's irreducibility theorem [l, p. 193, Theoreme 7,

21.  A similar result for complex groups was proved by Harish-Chandra [6, p. 520,

Theorem 4].

We would like to acknowledge the important influence of B. Kostant on some

of the main ideas in this paper, and we also thank G. McCollum for several help-

ful conversations.

2. Extensions of M-modules. Let G be a noncompact connected real semi-

simple Lie group with a finite-dimensional faithful representation, and let G= KAN

be an Iwasawa decomposition of G.   Here K is a maximal compact subgroup of G,

A is abelian and N is nilpotent.   Let M be the centralize? of A in K and N = 6(N),

where 6 is the Cartan involution of G associated with K.   If H is a real Lie group,

denote by H the set of equivalence classes of differentiable complex finite-dimen-

sional irreducible //-modules.   It is well known that for all a e G and V e a, the

lowest restricted weight space of V (that is, {v e V\ n • v = v tot all n e N\) is

invariant and irreducible under M, giving rise to a well-defined element   y(c) e M.

Definitions. We call y e M extendible if y = y(a) tot some a e G; such an a

is said to be an extension of y (cf. [17]).

Our first result is a strengthening of the assertion of [17, Theorem 2.1].

Theorem 2.1. Every y e M is extendible.

The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 2.1 in two ways.   One method

proves a more precise statement (Theorem 2.6) which we will need in later sec-

tions.   The other method is shorter, but for notational reasons it is more conve-

nient to present it second.   It consists of filling the gap in the proof of Theorem 2.1
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of [17], and noticing that in order to fill the gap one proves Theorem 2.1.

Let 9, E, a, n and m be the Lie algebras of G, X, A, N and M, respectively,

and let t be a maximal abe lian subalgebra of m, so that t) = t+ a is a Cartan sub-

algebra of 9.  Denote by gc, í c, ac, nc, m      tc and i)Q the respective com-

plexifications.   Then t_  is a Cartan subalgebra of m      and Í) _ ^ t    + a     is a

Cartan subalgebra of 9   .   Let A C Í)     (   denotes dual) be the set of roots of 9

with respect to &,c, A  C t   the set of roots of mc with respect to tc, and

2 C ac the set of restricted roots of 9 with respect to a, regarded as a set of

linear functionals on ac.   We regard tc C (jc and ac C f)c in the natural way

resulting from the decomposition §c = t_ + a_.   Let P: §c —* tc and Q: cj_ —*

ac denote the restriction maps.   All scalar products (sometimes denoted (•, •))

in this section will be the forms induced by the Killing form of gc.

Let S+C 2 be the positive system naturally associated with the subgroup

zV of G, and let A+C A    be an arbitrary positive system for m.   Then there is a

unique positive system A+ C A such that A+ C A + and Q(A + - A+) »= S+.   Let

Il C A+, I!   CA+ and II   C 2+ denote the corresponding simple systems.   It is

known that ITC II and that (see [l6] or [131) Qijl - if) = IIa.

If V is a G-module and hence ag-module, we distinguish between the restricted

weight spaces of V (with respect to ac) and the weight spaces of V (with respect

to &,c).  The restricted weight space corresponding to the lowest restricted

weight agrees with the lowest restricted weight space as defined at the beginning

of this section.

Let DCL and Dm C t.. be the sets of dominant linear forms for 9 and m,

respectively.   Specifically, D is the set of linear forms on fjc which lie in the real

span of A and whose scalar products with the roots in II are nonnegative; Dm is

the set of linear forms on tc which are real on z't (i = (- 1) '  ) and whose values

on the root normals Aj, (cp £ U ) ate nonnegative (here b^ £ it is that vector in

the bracket of the root spaces m * and m ç    °^ m c sucn tnat "P^cp = ^)«  Also,

let Da C a_ be the set of linear forms on  ac which are real on a and whose

scalar products with the members of 2+ are nonnegative.

We may assume that G C Gc, where Gc is a connected Lie group with Lie

algebra gc.   Let pbe the orthogonal complement of t in g, so that u= t + ¿p is

a compact real form of gc.   Let U, Mn, T, A^ and H^be the connected Lie sub-

groups of Gc corresponding to u, m, t, ¿a and t+ ¿a, respectively.  Then U is a

maximal compact subgroup of G-. with maximal torus H^= TA^, A+ is closed and

M0 is the identity component of M, with maximal torus T.  Writing Z = A+ O X =

A+ H M, we have that At = MQZ and that Z is a product of 2-element groups (see

[13, pp. 423-424]).
We shall call a linear form p on tQ (resp., ac, f)c) integral if p exponentiates
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to a character, also denoted p, oí T (resp., A^, //+).   Often we shall identify

integral linear forms with their associated characters.   Let /     (resp., /  *, /  *)

be the set of integral linear forms on tc (resp., ac, §c), and let /   C /   * be the

set of integral linear forms on  ac which are trivial on Z (when regarded as

characters on A^.   It is clear that a character on the abelian group TZ (resp. //„.)

precisely amounts to a character on T (i.e., an element of /  ) and a character on

Z (resp., A+) which agree on T O Z = T O A+.

We now describe an indexing of M.   Let y e M, V e y.   Then Z acts as

scalars on V since Z is central in M.  Since M = MQZ, MQ acts irreducibly on V,

and so y is described by specifying an arbitrary equivalence class of irreducible

M0-modules and an arbitrary character on Z which agree on MQ O Z.  On the other

hand, a class of irreducible M0-modules is determined by its lowest weight, an

arbitrary element of (- Dm) n /   C t_.   But MQ l~) Z C T, since T is a maximal

abelian subgroup of MQ.   Hence we have the following conclusion:

Lemma 2.2.  There is a natural bijection between M and the set of pairs

(p., y), where p e (- Dm) O /   , y is a character of Z, and p and y agree on

T fl Z.   To y e M, we associate the pair (p(y), xty))' where p(y) is the lowest

weight of the restriction of y to zVL, and \(y) is the restriction of y to Z.

The next lemma relates the lowest weight of a e G with the data which de-

termine y(a).

Lemma 2.3.  Let a e G, and let \(a) e (- D) O / * be its lowest weight and

X(A((X)) the character of Z obtained by restricting K(a) to Z.   Then

P(Xia)) = uiyia))    and    XWa)) = )(()(a)).

Equivalently, a e G is an extension of y e M if and only if

P(A(a)) = ziy)    and   x(Ma)) = yiy).

Proof.  Let Vea, and let Y be the lowest restricted weight space of V and

v e V a nonzero lowest weight vector of V.   Then v is a weight vector for t_

with weight P(A(a)).  Since the root spaces  g-* (<f> e A + - A™ ) annihilate v,

v e V, and since the root spaces g~* (r/> e A"J) annihilate v, v is a lowest weight

vector for the M0-module Y.   Thus v is a weight vector for tc with weight

p(y(a)), proving the first assertion.   The assertion \"(A(a)) = y(y(a)) is clear, and

the last statement now follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.    Q.E.D.

The next two lemmas implement the procedures suggested naturally by

Lemma 2.3:
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Lemma 2.4.  Let pe- Dm.   Then P~l(p) O (- D)C £)*   is a translate of

- Da.   Specifically,

P-%)r\ (-D) = p+ v-Da,

where v   £ ac  is determined by the condition

(v^, <p) = -        max (p, ip)

t/JEß ~'(0)nn

for all (pelT.

Proof. Clearly, P~l(p)- \p + v\v£ a* 1, so that

P~ Kp) n (-D) = ip + v| v e a£, v real on a and

(p+v, tp)<0 for all i/i eu!

But if v £ a* and ip e nm, then

(p + v, zp) = (p, tp) = lA (tp, ip)p(A0) < 0

since p £ — Dm.   Hence

P'Ap) n (-zO) = }p + v\ v £ a*c, v real on   a and

(v, -p) < - (p, yb) for aii ip £ n - nmi

and this implies the lemma.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.5.  Let a be a character of TZ, with p £ I     the corresponding

character of T and y the corresponding character of Z.   Then y extends to a

character of A^., and if v £ I       is any extension, then the set of all extensions

is the set v + I   .   Moreover, a extends to a character of H^, and if k £ I  *  is

azry extension, then P(\) = p, and the set of all extensions is the set A + /  .

Also, I     is the set of extensions to H^ of the trivial character of TZ.

Proof. The group Z  of all elements of order 2 of A+ is a product of 2-element

groups, and so y extends to a character of Z  and hence to a character of A^.

The rest is clear.    Q.E.D.

We now have the main theorem:

Theorem 2.6.  Leí y £ M.   Then y is extendible, and the set of lowest weights

of extensions of y is exactly the nonempty set
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(pCyí + i/^yj-D*)!", (A+JZ),

where \ e I  * is any extension to r/+ of the character of TZ defined by p(y) and

\(y), and vu.(y¡e ar zs defined in Lemma 2.4.

Proof. Let a e G, with A(a) its lowest weight.  In view of Lemma 2.3, &

extends y if and only if (1) P(A(a)) = ¡i(y) and (2) )r;(A(a)) = y(y).   By Lemma 2.4,

(1) and the condition that A(a) e - D assert that A(a) e ¡t(y) + i/,>- Da.   By

Lemma 2.5, (1) and (2) and the integrality of \(a) are equivalent to the condition

JZ Ht,
that A(a) e A + /   , where A e I      exists as stated in the theorem.  The non-

emptiness of the intersection in the theorem is clear.    Q.E.D.

Remark 2.7. If y is the trivial element of M, we may of course take v .   . =

A = 0 in Theorem 2.6, so that the lowest weights of the extensions of y constitute

the set (- Da) n /  .   Let us denote this set by S, so that the members of S ate

the lowest weights of the irreducible G-modules whose lowest restricted weight

spaces are one-dimensional and trivial under M.   By a theorem of S. Helgason [8,

p. 79, Corollary 3.8] these are exactly the (finite-dimensional irreducible)

spherical G-modules, that is, those which contain a nonzero K-fixed vector.   Hence

5 is the set of lowest weights of spherical G-modules.

Remark 2.8. One might conjecture that in the notation of Theorem 2.6, p(y) +

vtUy) nse^ IS an extension to W+of the character of TZ defined by p(y) and

y(y), so that the lowest weights of the extensions of y constitute the set p(y) +

VptyA S.   This is true if G is complex but it fails in many cases, for example in

the case G = SL(«, R).   However, it would be interesting to determine whether

the set of lowest weights of extensions of y is a translate of S.   This happens

frequently, and would set up a natural bijection between the set of equivalence

classes of spherical irreducible G-modules and the set of equivalence classes of

irreducible G-modules which extend any given element of M.

We now give the alternate proof of Theorem 2.1 adjusting the proof of Theo-

rem 2.1 in [17].

Let E be the space of continuous functions on M spanned by the matrix ele-

ments of the y(a) fot a eG.  In view of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, Theorem

2.1 follows from (1), (2) and (3) below:

(1) E is an algebra under multiplication.   In fact, if ax,0-2 e G theny^)®

y(aA is a submodule of Sr5.y(S) where a  ® a   = Zm^S (8 e G).

(2) E is closed under complex conjugation.  Indeed, if a e G let a be the

class gotten by taking complex conjugates of the matrices of a relative to a basis

in a realization of a.   Then y(cr.)  has matrix entries which are complex conju-

gates of matrix entries of y(a).
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(3) E separates the points of <M.   In fact, let m £ M and suppose that f(m) =

/(e) for all f £ E.   (Here e is the identity element of G.)  To show that m = e, note

first /(tzZjTtzztz" ) = f(e) for all / £ E, ttz. e M.   Hence we may assume that

m £ TZ C TA!j<= H^, a maximal torus of U.   It is thus sufficient to show that any

m £ H^ which acts as the identity on V    for all V £ a, a £ G must be the identity

element of H^.   But from the proof of Lemma 2.3 above, we see that the lowest

weight space of V is contained in V   .   Hence it is sufficient to show that the

characters of H^ which lie in (- D) n /   *  separate the points of f/+.   This will

follow if we prove that the functionals in the additive subgroup of E)c generated
u

by (- D) n /       separate the points of /z+ (when regarded as characters on //*).
H*

But the set of all characters in /       separates the points of H^, so that it remains
it n

only to show that /   * is the subgroup of i)c generated by (- D) n /   *.   The

following lemma, which will also be referred to in the proof of Theorems 4.8 and

4.9, asserts slightly more than what we need here:

Lemma 2.9.  Every element Ào/L which lies in the real span of A is of the

form k' - A", where k' £ D and k"£ D fl I   *.   If \ £ I   *, then k' £ D n /   *.

Proof. The Killing form of gc is nonsingular on ()_ and so induces an iso-

morphism between i)c and i/ c#   For all ip £ II, let x . be the image of tp in l)c

under this isomorphism.   Then £ £ i)c is in D if and only if <f (x,) > 0 for all

ip £ IL  Suppose that A £ §c is in the real span of II.   If HxA > 0 for all tp e II,

then we may take À  = A and A = 0, and the lemma is proved.   If A(x .) < 0 for

some ip £ II, define Xj, A2 £ £)c by the conditions

A.(x,) = A(x ,) - min \(x  )    and   X (x ,) = - min A(x ,)
1    * *       4>ell       * 2    * ¿en       *

for all ^ £ IT.   Then A., A   e D and A = A   - A .   Clearly there exists A £ I   *

suchthat A"(*,//)>A2(xipforall1pen.   Then k" £ D O l"*, A' = At + (A"- A2)e D,

and A = A — A'.   This proves the first assertion, and the last assertion is

immediate.    Q.E.D.

3. The nonunitary principal series and finite-dimensional G-modules. In this

section, we define the standard family of infinite-dimensional g-modules called

the nonunitary principal series, determine their  finite-dimensional submodules,

and use the result to derive a result on multiplicities of finite-dimensional irre-

ducible K-modules in finite-dimensional irreducible G-modules.   To the previous

notation, we add a few definitions taken from [12].   The notation used in this

paper to describe the nonunitary principal series is slightly different from that

used in [12], for technical reasons of convenience.
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Let § be the universal enveloping algebra of (]   .  A §-module V which is

also a /(-module is called a (§, K)-module if

k . ix . v) = ik . x) . ik . v)

for all k e K, x e g and v e V.   (Here K acts on § according to the natural ex-

tension of the adjoint action of K on g.)  If in addition, for all v e V, K • v spans

a finite-dimensional space on which K acts differentiably and  ï C § acts accord-

ing to the differential of the action of K, then V is said to be a compatible

(§, K)-module.   (§, K)-module maps and equivalence of (§, /O-modules are defined

in the obvious ways.   The tensor product of (compatible) (§, K)-modules is a

(compatible) (§, /C)-module in the natural way.

Let A be the universal enveloping algebra of t c, regarded as canonically

embedded in §.   The notions of (compatible) (§, G)- and (a, /(/-module and

related concepts are defined as above.

The equivalence class of a module V is denoted by [V].   For every /(-module

V and ß e K, let ?tz([v], ß) denote the multiplicity with which members of ß

occur in V, and similarly for other groups.  We regard G-modules as /(-modules by

restriction, so that for example  if a e G and ß e K, m(a, ß) is the multiplicity

with which members of ß occur in any member of a; similarly for other pairs of

groups, such as K, M.  An element v of a /(-module V is called K-finite it K • v

spans a finite-dimensional subspace of V on which K acts differentiably; similarly

for G-finite.   An element v of a A-module V is called K-finite if A • v is finite-

dimensional; similarly for ^-finite.

We now turn to the definition of the family of compatible (3j, K)-modules

which we call the nonunitary principal series.   These modules are the dense

modules consisting of the /(-finite vectors in the corresponding Hubert space

completions—the usual nonunitary principal series of representations of G.   In

this paper, we treat only the infinitesimal modules.   The reader is referred to

[18, §3] for the definition of the Hubert space modules, and to [4] for their re-

lationship with the infinitesimal modules.

Let log: A —♦ a be the inverse of the diffeomorphism exp: a —» A.

Fix y e M, v e a_ and Y e y, and define an MAN-module structure on Y as

follows:

man • y = e""08"'»! • y

for all me M, a e A, n 6 N and y e Y.   Call this MAN-module Y.   Let XiY'v)

be the space of all C°° functions /: G —» Y such that f(gp) - p~    • fig) tot all

g e G and p e MAN.   Then X(   ,v' is a G-module under the action given by
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ig • /)(*) = fig" lh) fot all / e X(Y'V) and g, h £ G. Also, XlY'v) is a g-module,

and hence a  gc*module and a §-module, by means of the action

(x. f)(g). ¿/((«p-/*)«)|t=0

for all / 6 X(V,I,), x e g and g e G.   This makes X(Y,V) a (§, G>module.

Let XY'V be the subspace of K-finite vectors of X(Y'U). Then XY,V is §-

invariant, and is a compatible (§, K)-module.   As y ranges through M and v ranges

through  ac, the compatible fe, K)-modules X   '    (Y £ y) constitute the 77072-

unitary principal series of G.   It is clear that the classes [X   '"l and [X(   '"']

depend only on y and v (and not on Y).

In order to describe the multiplicities of K-modules in the modules X   * , we

need the following additional construction:

Denote by U       the space of all C°° functions /: X —» Y such that ¡(km) =
— 1 i v ï

m-   • /(¿) for all k £ X and m £ M.   Then  0       is a K-module and in fact a

(K, K)-module under the actions given by (k • /)(/) = f(k~  l) fot all / € I/1     and

k, I £ X, and

(x . /)(*) - ~ «exp - tx)k)\   0
a"/

for all f £ U{Y\x£ E and/fee K.
V (Y) (Y)        7/

Let Í7    be the subspace of K-finite vectors in U     , so that U       is Jv-

invariant, and is a compatible  (Jv, K)-module.

The following simple but important (known) result tells us the multiplicities

of K-modules in the nonunitary principal series modules:

Proposition 3.1.  TAe restriction map to X R   '  : X   •    —* U    is a (a, K)-

module isomorphism with inverse

((RY-u)-lif))ikan) = e-v«°«flVU)

for all f £ UY, k£ X, a £ A and n £ N.   Also, for all ß £ X, m([UY], ß) -

m(ß, y), so that m([XY'u], ß) -, m(ß, y).

Proof. The second part of the proposition follows immediately from the

Frobenius reciprocity theorem for the pair (X, M) of compact groups, together

with the first part of the ptoposition, which in turn is straightforward.    Q.E.D.

Let 8Y    '■ X     '     —» V  be the evaluation map at the identity element of G.

It is trivial to check that 8y v is an MA/V-module map, and that oy v is   effec-

tive in the following sense: For all nonzero / e X    '   , Sy V(G • f) 4 0.
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We now describe the extent to which the finite-dimensional irreducible G-

modules occur in nonunitary principal series modules.

For any a e G, let v(a) e ac be the lowest restricted weight of any member

of a.   For all y e M, u e ac and Y e y, define X^'v to be the compatible  (§, G)-

module of G-finite vectors in XK   '  '.   Then clearly XQ'   C X   ' , and XQ '    ¡s

exactly the §-module of §-finite vectors in X   ,v.

The following useful result is known (cf. for example [18, Theorem 4.2]), but

we include a simple proof for completeness.

Proposition 3.2.  // y e M, v e a* and Y e y, then X^'v is either 0 or G-

(and hence g-) irreducible.   More precisely X(   •   ' contains a nonzero finite-

dimensional G-submodule if and only if y - y(a) and v = v(a) for some a e G, and

in this case, X0'v is an irreducible G-module in the class a.   Equivalently, given

a e G, there is exactly one pair y,v (y e M, v e a. A such that if Y e y, a occurs

in X(   •   , namely, the pair y - y(a), v = v(a), anda occurs with multiplicity exactly

one in X    '     in this case.

Proof.  Let a e G, and Z e y(a).  We first show that a occurs in X1   >v{-a>\

Let V e a, Y the lowest restricted weight space of V, and p: V —» Y the projec-

tion with respect to the restricted weight space decomposition of V.   Define a

map 6 from V into the space of V-valued functions on G by 0(f)(g) = p(g~    • v)

for all v e V and g e G.   It is straightforward to check that 6 is a G-module injec-

tion of V into X^'*«», showing that a occurs in X<y'"<a» « X^.vCa»

Now let y e M, v e o.    and Y e y, and let W be any finite-dimensional G-

submodule of X(   ,v\   Then the restriction of 8y „ (see above) to W is an MAN-

module map into Y.   In particular, since   Y is trivial as an zV-module, z>y v anni-

hilates rt • W (regarding W as a g-module).   Let U be the MA-submodule of N-fixed

vectors of W (see the beginning of §2 for the definition of N).   Then 8y „ re-

stricts to an MA-module map n from U into V.

We assert that r¡ is injective.   Indeed, let V be the G-submodule of W generated

by Ketrj.   Since Kerr; is an MA-submodule of U, it is easy to see that V - n • V +

Kein.   Thus O., v vanishes on V.   Hence  V = 0 since z5y v is effective (see

above), and this proves the assertion since  Kerrç C V.

Thus either W = 0 or W e a, where a e G is such that y = y(a) and v = v(a).

In particular, if X1   ,v' contains a nonzero finite-dimensional G-submodule, then

y = y (a) and v - v(a) tot some a e G, and XQ •   e a. Combining this with the first

paragraph of the proof, we have the proposition.    Q.E.D.

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1 and (the first paragraph of

the proof of) Proposition 3.2, we have the well-known result:

Corollary 3.3.  For all aeG and ß e K, m(a, ß) < m(ß, y(a)).
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Kemark 3.4. Given a e G, it is an interesting question to determine for which

ß £ X the inequality in Corollary 3.3 becomes an equality.  One important result

of this type is Helgason's theorem mentioned in Remark 2.7 above; this asserts

the equality when ß and y(a) ate trivial.   Other such results are the existence of

"minimal types" for representations of complex semisimple Lie groups [14, p.

394, Corollary l] and the analogous result for real rank one groups announced in

[11, Theorem 5l.   In this paper, we shall give other results (Corollary 3.9 and

Theorem 6.2) asserting the equality in certain cases.  Theorem 6.2 provides a

simple proof of the well-known result that the unitary and nonunitary principal

series are "almost everywhere" irreducible (Theorem 6.3).

We introduce the following terminology for the concept discussed in the

last remark:

Definition. Let a e G and ß £ K. We say that a contains ß with complete

multiplicity or that ß occurs in a with complete multiplicity if 772(0., ß) =

m(ß, y (a)).

Let y e M, v, v £ a* and Y e y. Regard C as the trivial M-module. Now X   '

consists of functions from G into Y, and X1  ,v    consists of functions from G into C.
tc v1 )

Hence pointwise multiplication of functions on G induces a linear map co from X    •      ®

X(Y,V) inço the space of Y-valued functions on G. The proof of the following lemma is

straightforward:

Lemma 3.5. With the above notation, the image of a is contained in X(   * +     , and

«a:X(C'v'>®X(Y',/>-X<Y''/+,")

is a (§, G)-module map, where the domain of co is the tensor product of (§, G)-

odules.   Moreover, co restricts to a (§, G)-module mapm

<a:X<j."'® xy.v_xy.v«*»

a?2fi to a (§, K)-module map

ukX0'"1 ® XY-V -*XY-V*V'.

The following key lemma generalizes the basic idea of Lemma 2.3 of [17J:

Lemma 3.6. Define lv, eX(C,v } as follows:

lv,(kan)=e-v'^a\

where k £ X, a £ A and n£ N.     Then 1„( is the unique element of X c'v

which is the constant 1 072 X, and is the unique (up to scalar) X-fixed vector in
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X   '    .   The restriction of co (see Lemma 3.5) to 1„,® X   •   induces a (a, K)-

module isomorphism t: XY,V -> XY>V+V>, and i = (RY <v+v')~X °RY'V (see

Proposition 3.1).   That is, identifying X   '   and X   '  *     with their restrictions

to K according to Proposition 3.1, <■ is the identity map on UY#

Proof.  It is clear that 1„( e X1   •" ' and that l^i is the unique element which

is 1 on K.  Since the /(-fixed vectors in X(C,V>) are exactly the elements which

are constant on K, lv, e X   *    f and 1„( is the unique (up to scalar) /(-fixed

vector.   The last assertions are clear.    Q.E.D.

We define a partial vector space ordering _¿ on the real span of S in Q,c by

the condition that D" consists of the positive elements (and 0).   The following

main result of this section relates this partial ordering to certain /(-module

inclusions:

Theorem 3.7. Let a, a' e G, V e a, v' ea' and suppose that y(a) = y(a').

If v(a' ) <, u(a), then m(a, ß) < m(a', ß) for all ß e K, or, equivalently, there is

a K-module injection of V into V .   More precisely, the map t of Lemma 3.6 induces

a (K, K)-module injection from X0 '       into XQ ' (where  Y e y(a)).

Proof. From Lemma 3.5, we have the G-module map

co: xC.v(a<)-„(a) ®XYQ,Ha) -,XY-V<a'\

where  Y e y(a).  Now v(a') - v(a) e - Da by hypothesis, and u(a') - v(a) e lz

by Theorem 2.6.  Hence v(a ) - v(a) e S, in the notation of Remark 2.7.  In view

of Remark 2.7, there exists a e G such that y(a" ) is trivial and u(a") = v(a ) -

v(a), and Proposition 3.2 implies that Xn * (a '~v{-a' e a".  Hence by Helgason's

theorem    (see Remark 2.7), x£ ,v<-a ̂ v^ has a nonzero /(-fixed vector.  Thus

^v(a')-v(a) € *o '   a (see Lemma 3.6), and so by Lemma 3.6, the restriction

of u) (see above) to 1 v^a, j_ v^ ®Xn,vta, induces a K-module injection of

X£'v(a) into XY^a'\  But XY>V<°> e a and X^«1'* 6 a' by Proposition 3.2,

proving the theorem.    Q.E.D.

Remark 3.8. In the special case in which g is split over the reals, the first

assertion of Theorem 3.7 was proved by B. Kostant [unpublished] by different

methods.

Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.7 imply the following:

Corollary 3.9. Let aQ e G and ß e K, and assume that aQ contains ß with

complete multiplicity. Then any a e G such that y(<x) = y(aQ) and v(a) ^ v(aQ)

also contains ß with complete multiplicity.

Remark 3.10. It is interesting to note that Corollary 3.9 implies Helgason's
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theorem (see Remark 2.7), by choosing a.Q and ß to be the trivial classes in G

and X, respectively. But Helgason's theorem is of course used in the proof of

Corollary 3.9.

4. Cyclic vectors from spherical cyclic vectors. In this section, we systema-

tize the key arguments used in [17, Theorem 3.2] to construct cyclic vectors for

nonunitary principal series modules.  The results here will be used to prove the

finiteness theorems of §5 and the irreducibility theorem of §6.   The last result in

this section uses the "subquotient" theorem for linear groups G, proved by

Harish-Chandra (for linear groups) in [5] and simplified in [12] and [15].

Let y £ M and Y £ y.  As in §3, regard C as the trivial M-module, and let C
(C \ ( Y Î

be the linear map from U       ® U       into the space of functions from X into Y

induced by pointwise multiplication.  The proof of the following analogue of Lemma

3.5 is straightforward:

Lemma 4.1. TAe image of C is contained in U     , and

<r:l/<c>®C/<Y>-.[/Y>

is a (K, K)-module map which restricts to a (Jv, K)-module map

Ç: Uc ® UY -> YY.

The following key result is implicit in the proof of Theorem 3.2 of [17]:

Proposition 4.2. Let y £ M,  Y e y and V any nonzero K-submodule of U     .

TAe72 £(U(C) ® V)= U(Y), and if VC UY, then ¿l/c ® V)= UY.

Proof.  Let e be the identity element of G.  Choose a nonzero element / £ V,

and assume that k £ X is such that f(k) 4 0.  Then (k~    • f)(e) 4 0, so that we

may assume that / £ V satisfies /(e) 4 0.   But then (M • f)(e) = M . (/(e)) spans Y

since Y is ¡M-irreducible, and so we may choose fx,•••»•/- e V (of the form m • f

for certain m £ M) such that fx(e),•••, fn(e) constitute a basis of Y.

Let 77: X —> K/fA be the natural projection mapping, and choose a local

cross-section for M in K, that is, a C°° function £ from an open neighborhood U of

¡Mi e X/M into X such that n¿; is the identity on U and such that the map

p: U x M —» n~ (U) given by p(u, m) - £(¡7)772 (u £ U, m £ M) is a C°°diffeomorphism.

By shrinking U if necessary, we may assume that f x(k), • • •, /„W form a

basis of Y for all k £ £(U).  Choose kx, • • •, kp £ X such that k^' 1(U), • • •,

k 77~ (U) covet X, and for all 2 = 1, • • •, n and 7 = 1, • • •, p, let /.. = k. • f.. Then

for all ; = 1, • • •, p and k £ k.£(U), f. .(k), • • •, f.(k) form a basis of Y.   (The

last statement also holds for all k e k.n~ (t/), since the /.. € V     .)
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Fix a C    partition of unity r/>j, • • •, t/>    subordinate to the covering kx • U,

• • ', k   • U of K/M (where the left action of K on K/M is denoted with a dot), and

let ifr. = <f>.°7T (/= 1,•••,p).  Then each iff. e Í7(c), and ^v--', <p■   form a C°°

partition of unity subordinate to the covering /fe.zr- ((/), • • •, k n~ (U) of /(.

Let be U    '.   For each /' = 1, • • •, p, it is clear that there are C°° complex-

valued functions h.., • • •, h   . on & .77~ (t/), constant on the left M-cosets, such that

¿|y1((/)=¿ h..if..\k.n-Ku)).
i=i

(C)Then ^./î>, .,•••, z/f.i   . are well-defined functions in  t/     , and

i.i

proving the first assertion of the proposition.
y

To prove the second assertion, we note first that if V C U   , then

CWC ® V)C UY.  Now UC is uniformly dense in  U(C), and so £(UC ® V) is

uniformly dense in (,(U       ® V) = U     , and hence in U   .   But the only /(-invariant
Y Y Y

subspace of U    uniformly dense in U    is U    itself, and this proves the desired

result.    Q.E.D.

The next result is an easy consequence of Proposition 4.2:

Theorem 4.3. Let y e M, v,v'e a_ and Y e y.   Let W be any nonzero §-

submodule of X   ' .   Then a> (see Lemma 3.5) induces a \j-module surjection from
vC,v'x*m vY,v+v'X   •   ®lr onto X   ' r

Proof. We first note that

RY-v+v'ioiXc-v' ® WO) = £iUc ® RY-viW))

(see Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 4.1).  Since R   ' (W) is a nonzero A-submodule,

and hence  K-submodule, of U   , Proposition 4.2 implies that

RY>" + v'(oj(Xc^'<8>W))=Uy.
Thus

a>(Xc-v! ® W) = Xy'v+"'. Q.E.D.

We can now establish the following general result (also implicit in the proof

of Theorem 3.2 of [17]) on the construction of cyclic vectors:

Theorem 4.4.  Let &be any Lie subalgebra of g such that g = 6 + € (not

necessarily direct).   Let y e M, v,v' e a_ and Y e y, and let f0£X   •     and
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/. e X   •    span one-dimensional spaces which are ^-invariant and ^-invariant,

respectively.   Then f0 ® /. is a ^-cyclic vector for the ^-module § ■ /0 ® § • /..

// in addition f0 is a ^-cyclic vector for the %-module X   ,v , then 6>(/0 ® /,)

(see Lemma 3.5) is a ^-cyclic vector ¡or the ^-module X   '  +v .

Proof.  In view of Theorem 4.3, it is sufficient to prove that /0 ® /. is §-

cyclic for § • /0 ® § •/r

Let S C § be the complexified universal enveloping algebra of 8.   Since

g = ï + 8 we have y = K.S = oJv.

For all 72 = 0, 1, 2, • • •, let K   Ça (resp., S   C o) be the span of the products

of at most T2 elements of ï (resp., €).   It is easy to prove by induction on 72 that

X„-(/o*/i>-'o«K.-/i.

so that

K • Ho ® f? = /o ® K • fi = 'o ® § • 'l

since § = Ko, and so

§.(/0®/,) = §• (/o® §-/i>'

since a = oK.

Similarly, for all w = 0, 1, 2, • • •, we have

SB-(/o®§-/,) = S,-/o®§-/i.

so that

8 • (/0 • § • /i> - 8 • /0 • 9 • /, - 8 • /0 • 8 • /j.

since § = Sa.  Thus

§ ■ if0 ® /P = § • /„ ® § * fy Q-E-D-

Corollary 4.5. Let y £ zM, i/£a    ana* Y € y.  A Iso, let a £ G Ae arzy exten-

sion of y and V £ a.   Suppose that X   '" Aas a ^-cyclic X-fixed vector.   Then

xY,v+v(a) and xC,v ^ y are cyc/¿c ç>.modules.

Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 4.4 by choosing

g= a+ nand /, any nonzero highest restricted weight vector in X0,vla'.    Q.E.D.
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Remark 4.6. Theorem 4.4 allows considerable flexibility in the choice of the

cyclic vectors for X   • +  t<x' and X   *   ® V in Corollary 4.5.  We can choose & to

be any Iwasawa complement of ï in g, and /,  be to any nonzero highest weight

vector in XQ *        with respect to that Iwasawa complement.

In view of Corollary 4.5, the problem of finding cyclic vectors for nonunitary

principal series modules is reduced to the problem of finding /(-fixed cyclic vec-

tors for the spherical nonunitary principal series.   Let aR be the real dual of a,

and define p e ac by p(x) = %tr(adx | nc) for all x e aQ.  In B. Kostant [10] it

is shown that if v e p + D* + i aR (see §2 for the definition of Da) then lv is a

cyclic vector for X   • .   This result is quite hard and for the purposes of this paper

the easier proof of S. Helgason [8, p. 129, Lemma 1.2] that lv is cyclic if

v e p + Dq + i ûjj, where D° is the set of real linear forms on a whose scalar

products with the members of S+ are positive, will suffice.  We state the result

in the following form:

Proposition 4.7. There exists vQ e a    so that if v e vQ + Da + /'a     then

\v is a cyclic vector for X   ' .

The following two theorems are proved simultaneously:

Theorem 4.8. Every member of the nonunitary principal series of G is cyclic,

and hence finitely generated, as a ^-module.

Theorem 4.9.  Every member of the nonunitary principal series of G is a §-

module quotient of the tensor product of a spherical nonunitary principal series

module whose K-fixed vector is ^-cyclic with a finite-dimensional irreducible G-

module (regarded as a ^-module).

Proof. Let y e M and v e a   .   In view of Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.5, it

is sufficient to find v' e a    and a e G such that the /(-fixed vector in X   ,v    is

§-cyclic, a is an extension of y, and v = v' + v(a).   By Theorem 2.6, the set of

v(a) such that ae G is an extension of y is of the form (v^   .- D°) n (Aj + /   ),

where A.  is the restriction of A to a_, in the notation of Theorem 2.6.   By Prop-

osition 4.7, the set of v e ac such that the K-fixed vector in X   '     is cyclic

contains a set of the form vQ + Da + ia  .  Write v = vx + iv , where v.,v   e a

An argument similar to the proof of the first assertion of Lemma 2.9 shows that

i/j lies in the set (vQ + Da) + i(v^   j - D°) n (Aj + lZ)).  Hence v is of the form

v + u(a) as desired.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.10.  Every ^-irreducible compatible (§, K)-module is equivalent

to a subquotient (i.e., a quotient of submodules) of the tensor product of a spheri-

cal nonunitary principal series module whose K-fixed vector is ^-cyclic with a
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finite-dimensional irreducible G-module (regarded as a §-module).

Proof. In view of the subquotient theorem ([5, p. 63, Theorem 4], [12, Theo-

rem 8.8] or [15]), every §-irreducible compatible (§, K)-module is equivalent to a

subquotient of a nonunitary principal series module. The result now follows from

Theorem 4.9.    Q.E.D.

5. Finiteness theorems. Here we use the above results to prove a series of

"finiteness" theorems (in addition to Theorems 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10) on various

types of §-modules.   The last two (Theorems 5.3 and 5.5) require the subquotient

theorem for linear groups G (see [5], U2] and [15]).   Theorems 5.2, 5.5 and the

ingredients of 5-3 are already known (see [12] and [3]), with the hard part of the

known proofs due to Harish-Chandra.   The argument used to derive Theorem 5.2

from Theorem 4.8 is due to Kostant.   Theorems 5.3 and 5.5 include Lemmes 1 and

2 of [3].

In order to prove that every member of the nonunitary principal series has a

(finite) composition series, we need the following standard lemma, whose proof

we omit:

Lemma 5.1.  Let y £ M, v £ <X_ and Y £ y, and regard Y  as the M-module

contragredient to Y.   Denote by (•, •) the pairing between Y  and Y.   Define

p £ a    by p(x) = lAtt(ad x\n   ) for all x £ a   .   Then there is a natural ^-module map

r:XY*.2p-K0xY.v_+xC,2p

given by

/, ® /2^/3

where /3(g) = (fx(g), f2ig)) for all g £ G.   Moreover, the bilinear pairing

B:XY*>2P-vxXY-v^C

given by

fy.il   r+ fKiAfx®f2)\K)dk,

where dk is Haar measure on K, is ^-invariant.   Finally, every K-invariant sub-

space of XY,V or of XY '2p~v is its own double annihilator with respect to B.

Theorem 5.2. Every member of the nonunitary principal series has a (finite)

composition series as a ^-module.

Proof (Kostant). Let y e zM, v£ a* and Y £ y.   By Theorem 4.8, XY,V is
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§Y v .    . •
-module.   Hence X   '    satisfies the ascending chain con-

dition for submodules, since § is a Noetherian ring (see [9, p. 166]).  The same is true

of X    '2P~V.  But by the last assertion of Lemma 5.1, the ascending chain condition

for X    ,2P~V ¡s equivalent to the descending chain condition for X  '   . Since X  '

now satisfies both chain conditions, it has a composition series.    Q.E.D.

Let E be the center of §.   If V is a ^(-module on which % acts as scalars, the

resulting homomorphism from % into C is called the infinitesimal character of V.

A well-known result of J. Dixmier asserts that every irreducible §-module has an

infinitesimal character (see for example [12, Lemma 2.2]).   It is also known that

inequivalent irreducible ^(-modules can have the same infinitesimal character (see

[2, p. 19—09]).   This is true even if the §-moduIes are assumed to be compatible

(§, K)-modules.   The next theorem illuminates this situation, but first we need

some notation.

Let rtg C g_ be the sum of the positive root spaces of gr with respect to

b,      and let He § be the universal enveloping algebra of &,_.   It is easy to see

that % C K + n„ §, and that this sum is direct.   Let y9: % —» K be the correspond-

ing projection map.   Then it is straightforward to check that y9 is an algebra

homomorphism.   Now M is naturally isomorphic to the algebra of complex-valued

polynomial functions on fe,      so that for all A e b,      the evaluation homomorphism

77^: H —» C is well defined.   Define the homomorphism y^: % —» C by y x =

n\ ° X9,   l-et y £ M, v £ 0.    and Y £ y, and let piy) £ t     be the lowest weight of

the m -.-module Y, as in Lemma 2.2.   Regarding p(y) and v as linear functionals

on l)c by defining them to be 0 on 0.- and t_, respectively, we get an element

p(y) + v oí £)*.   Denote X|U(r )+ „ by \y ,„•

Let W be the Weyl group of   9C with respect to t)c, regarded as acting on

É)c, and let p  e É)_ be half the sum of the positive roots of gc with respect to

f}_.   A well-known theorem of Harish-Chandra states that every homomorphism

from % into C is of the form Xx ^or some A £ fyc, and that X\ = X\<  (À» A' £ §c)

if and only if A - p'and A'- p' are in the same W-orbit of 6>c  (see [2, §§18, 19]).

For  every  homomorphism  X: Z —* C, let  S(x) be   the   set  of  all  pairs

y,v (y £ M, v£ ac) such that if A e i)c is chosen so that X = Xx»tnen A-p'and

p(y) + v - p   ate in the same W-orbit.   Then clearly S(X) is a finite set, and is

the set of all pairs y, v such that X = Xy „.

Theorem 5.3.  Let X:2> —» C Ae a homomorphism.   Then there exists a §-

irreducible compatible (§, K)-module with the infinitesimal character y if and only

if S(x) is nonempty.   There are only finitely many inequivalent ^-irreducible com-

patible (Cj, Kymodules with the infinitesimal character y, azza" these modules are

precisely (up to equivalence) the composition quotients of the modules X   ,v where

Y £ y, y £ M, v £ ac, and the pair y, v ranges through S(y).
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Proof.  By the subquotient theorem ([4, p. 63, Theorem 4], [12, Theorem 8.8]

or [15]), every §-irreducible compatible (§, K)-module is equivalent to a sub-
. .     . . Y v A

quotient of some member of the nonunitary principal series X   '    (Y e y, y e M,

v e 0-A).   By Theorem 5.2, X   '    has a composition series, and so the irreducible
. Y v

subquotients of X   '    are exactly (up to equivalence) its composition quotients,

and there are only finitely many of these.   On the other hand, it is well known that
y v

X   ' , and hence any of its composition quotients, has an infinitesimal character

equal to y    v (see e.g„ [12, Proposition 8.9]).   The theorem now follows easily

from the comments preceding the theorem.    Q.E.D.

Remark 5.4. Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 hold for noncompact connected real semi-

simple Lie groups with finite center as well as for linear groups (see [12, Theo-

rem 9.7 and Corollary 9.15]).   The proofs can proceed as follows: First one uses

Harish-Chandra's deep results to prove that there are only finitely many infinitesi-

mally inequivalent irreducible Hubert space representations of G with a given

infinitesimal character (see the first part of the proof of Lemme 1 of [3]).   Then

one proves the assertion of Theorem 5.2, using for example the argument given in

the proof of Theorem 9.16 of [12].   Finally, the assertion of Theorem 5.3 is proved

as in this paper, using the subquotient theorem for not necessarily linear groups

with finite center (see [12, Theorem 8.8] or [15]).

Theorem 5.3 implies the following additional finiteness result, whose state-

ment and proof for linear groups G are the same as those of [12, Theorem 9.16]

for groups G with finite center:

Theorem 5.5.  Let V be a compatible (§, K)-module with an infinitesimal

character.   Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) For all ßek, m(lv], ß)< °°.

(2) There is a constant C such that, for all ßek, m(lv], ß)<C d(ß) (where

d(ß) denotes the dimension of any module in the class ß),

(3) V is a finitely generated Q-module.

(4) V is a Noetherian ^-module.

(5) V has a composition series as a ^-module.

6. Complete multiplicity and an irreducibility result. In this section we show

that for all y e M and ß e K there exists an extension a e G of y which contains

j8 with complete multiplicity (Theorem 6.2).  We use this result to give a simple

proof of a weak form of F. Bruhat's irreducibility theorem [l, p. 193, Théorème

7, 2] for the principal series (see Theorem 6.3).  A similar result was proved by

Harish-Chandra for complex semisimple Lie groups [6, p. 520, Theorem 4].

Lemma 6.1. Let VCU     be an arbitrary finite-dimensional subspace.   Then
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there exists an extension a e G of the trivial M-module such that

VCRC,v(a)(xC, „(a))

(see Proposition 3.1).

Proof. We recall that p e ac is defined by p(x) = Vi tr(adx |n_) for all

x e a_.   Then it is easy to see that - 2p e S, in the notation of Remark 2.7.  We
C      J o

shall show that the elements of X0*~ p separate the points of K/M.   For all

g = kan e G (k e K, a e A, ne N), define H(g)= loga.  Then 1_?0 (see Lemma

3.6) is given by l_2p(g) = e2p{H^s)) for all g e G, and l_2p^X^'~2p.   Let

k e K, and suppose that f(k) = /(e) for all / e X^'~2p.  We must show that k e M.

But for all geG, (g ■ l_2p)(k)=(g • l_2p)(e), that is, e2^(H(«~Ife)) =

e2oW(g-\ Hence e-2Pw{g-h)) = e-2pimr1))tsothat (g.i2p)(k) =

(g ' l2p)(e).  Differentiating, we get (x • l2p)(k) = (x • l2p)(e) fot all x £ §.   But

in the discussion preceding Proposition 4.7, it was noted that we may take vQ =

2p in Proposition 4.7.   Thus f(k) = /(e) for all / e Xc,2p and hence for all

f e U     (see Proposition 3.1).   This shows that k e M, proving our assertion.

Since XQ •" F is closed under complex conjugation, the algebra C of continu-

ous functions on K/M generated by R   '~2p (X^'~2p) is uniformly dense in the

space of all continuous functions, by the last paragraph and the Stone-Weierstrass

theorem.   Hence C = U   .   But for all nonnegative integers k and /,

co(X<~--2kp ® X£- ~2'P) = XC.-2(*W)P

(see Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.5).   Thus since <u is just pointwise multiplica-

tion, and since

if k < I, we have

RC,-2kP{xC.-2kñ c RC,-21P(XC.-21P)

c= U Rc--2kp(x£--2kp),

k=tO

and this proves the proposition.    Q.E.D.

The following result generalizes Lemma 6.1:

Theorem 6.2.  Let y e M, Y e y, and let S C U    be an arbitrary finite-dimen-

sional subspace.   Then there exists an extension a e G of y such that

SCRY'Ha)(X Y,Ha)).   In particular, for all ßx>. • •, /3n e K, there exists an

extension a e G of y such that ß., • • •, ß    occur in a with complete multiplicity.
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Proof. Let a  e G be any extension of y.   By Proposition 4.2,

CiUc®RY^a'\XY-^))^UY,

and so there exists a finite-dimensional subspace  V C U    such that

ÇiV®RY>«!1')iXY-*a')))DS.

But by Lemma 6.1, there is an extension a' £ G of the trivial zVf-module such that

c c <aRCM*)ixCM*ï) g Rf.^')(XV(^)

. RY,v(af)^(x'')(ft)(xC.u(a») 0 xV,v(a')))

c RV.z>(a')+iz(a")(xY,i7(a')+K(a"))

(by Lemma 3.5), and this proves the first assertion.   The remaining assertion

follows by applying the first assertion to the sum of the j8., • • •, ß -primary sub-
Y r    Vi

spaces of U    to construct an extension a of y such that 772(0., ß ■) = m([U   ], ß.) =

m(ß., y) fot each i = 1, • • •, 72.    Q.E.D.

We now prove a weak irreducibility theorem for the unitary and nonunitary

principal series modules.   In our notation, the modules X   ,p+l   fot Y £ y £ M

and v £ a_   (the real dual of a) correspond to the unitary principal series.   Let S

be the set of all v £ a*   such that for all y £ M and Y £ y, X   ,v is §-irreducible.

Theorem 6.3. S (resp., S O (p + z'a   )) is nonempty.   Moreover, there is a

countable family J of nonzero complex-valued polynomial functions on  a_  szzcA

that if j is the complement of the union of the algebraic hypersurfaces defined by

the members of ¡j, íAeT2 J Co.   772 particular, ö (resp., S O (p + ¿ßR)) is dense in

a_ (resp., p + z'a.R) and its complement has measure zero.

Proof. Let y £ M, Y £ y.  Let ßx, ß2, ß,,'" be all the members of X.  For

each 72 = 1, 2,' • •, let

71

p-- uY-+ÎZuY

Y
be the projection map with respect to the K-primary decomposition of U   , wherenai

the subscript ß. denotes the ß .-primary component.   Also, let

*n = E"d (| °l

For each v £ ac, let L^C En be the space

PnoRY-vonYJè)o(RY-v)-'oPn,
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where nY v Is the action of § on X   • .  Clearly X   '    is irreducible if Ln = En

for all 77.

Let §0 C §   C §   C«-« be the standard filtration of §.  For each v e ac,

n = 1, 2, • ■ • and k = 1, 2, • • •, define

by

fv • e -,e
n,k   '-'k n

»H PnoRY-voi7y v(x)o(RV-I0-IoPn.

Then it is easy to see that the map

Fn,:a*-.Hom(§,.En)

given by

is a polynomial map of degree at most k.

For every n > 0, there exists v   e a_ such that L n = E .   Indeed, it is
J n  ^   c nn

sufficient to choose an extension a e G of y such that

7 = 1        P«'

by Theorem 6.2; we may take v_ = i/(a).  Then there exists k   > 0 such that
v

Fn"k : §ft   —♦ En is surjective.  Choose a subspace ^n C §,    such that
v '  n n n

F ",    \S    is a linear isomorphism with E .
n,tt    '   n r n

For each v e ac, define

div) =det((F^,   \S)o(FV"    \S)-\
n 77, fe   '    n n,k        n

n n

so that d    is a nonzero polynomial function on  a   .   If d (v) £ 0, then clearly

Lv = E .  The theorem now follows by taking ? to be the set of the d  as n varies
n " A B

and as y e M varies.    Q.E.D.
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